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Abstract

Behavior Recognition is a challenge central to computer vision. With the
increase of video data that has been seen over the past years, methods to
automatically interpret this data and recognize behavior are of great im-
portance. The Smart Vivarium provides an ideal environment for the de-
velopment of automated behavior recognition. Although it doesn’t face
some of the issues commonly seen in outside situations, it does provide
a starting point from which to develop behavior recognition techniques.
We propose an algorithm based on [3]. We modify this algorithm to in-
corporate relative positioning for each cuboid in a manner similar to that
presented in [1]. We also propose including displacement as an indica-
tion of behavior. Finally, we will use SNoW[2] as a classifier to label
each instance of behavior.

1 Introduction

This project takes place within the Smart Vivarium; an automated animal wellfare monitor-
ing system. The main purpose of this project is to develop a framework that can accurately
recognize the behavior taking place within a clip of video. Our proposed method is largely
based on Dollar et al’s in that it also uses a sparse feature based representation to classify
behavior. Cuboids are extracted from video based on a response function which consists
of seperable linear filters. These cuboids are then clustered together by type and stored
as prototypes. The prototypes are then used to create behavior descriptors based on his-
tograms. Unfortunately, this approach discards all positional information, relying only on
the pressence of the given prototypes when recognizing behavior. We adopt an approach
similar to that of Agarwal et al. in which relations over detected parts are defined in terms
of the distance and direction between them. In addition to that, we consider translation as
an important part of behavior, including it in our final feature vector. We use this informa-



tion along with the types of features present and their relations to create a final behavior
descriptor. Once the behavior descriptors are obtained, we train a classifier using SNoW.
We expect to see only a few cuboid types present in each behavior, thus providing a sparse
representation. We take advantage of the ability to designate greater importance to certain
features when using the SNoW framework by adjusting the parameters to best represent
behavior in terms of a combination of translation, cuboids present and relative positioning
of cuboids.

2 Qualifications

Anton Escobedo:

-Completed cs152, introduction to computer vision in Spring 06.
-Worked on GroZi database during summer research program.
-Currently enrolled in cs252c
-Completed several project based courses including:
cs111, cs112, and cs131a.

Reinaldo Sugiharto:

-Currently enrolled in cs167
-Completed several project based courses including:
cs111, cs131a
-Currently performing literature review on behavior recognition
and matlab

3 Milestones

Nov 10- January 15

Literature review on behavior recognition and multi-class classifiers such as SNoW, Ran-
domized Trees [4].

January 16- February 6

Implement cuboids based on [3].

February 7- February 14

Add relational information to cuboids, decide on how to incorporate displacement infor-
mation into the behavior descriptors.

February 15- February 22

Add displacement information, make final decision on learning framework to be used, most
likely SNoW.

February 23- February 28

Use new behavior descriptors in a learning framework, begin final research paper.

March 1- March 19

Further testing, finish research paper. If time allows, test different data sets as well.



4 Division of Labor

For the most part, we’ll follow a horizontal divison of labor, with both members working
on the same areas of the project together. Some tasks will be divided as follows:

Reinaldo:

-Implementing learning framework

-Testing

-Maintaining Blog

Anton:

-Implementing Cuboids

-Writing Final Report

5 Questions to be answered during the project

1. How important is the positional relation of different features in behavior recogni-
tion?

2. How is displacement best represented when using feature representation?

3. Is it possible to recognize more types of behavior without a great loss in robustness
when including displacement as part of a behavior’s descriptor?

4. Which learning framework is most suitable for behavior recognition given the type
of descriptor used in this project?

5. Can this algorithm be easily extended to other types of behavior and how well
does it perform?

6 Existing Software

We will be using Piotr Dollar’s matlab toolbox for the implementation of cuboids and video
manipulation using matlab. Also, for the learning framework we will try to use available
already existing frameworks if possible. One of those is SNoW. Other than that, we will be
writing most of the code using Matlab.

7 Existing Data

We’ll be using data obtained from the Smart Vivarium to train and test our system. If time
allows for it, we’ll also use the facial expression dataset and Schuldt and Laptev’s Human
Action dataset from [5].
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